1.
use strict; 2.
use SAPserver; 3.
use Data::Dumper; 4. 5.
# Example 1: ACH Data for a Protein 6. # 7.
# This script takes a protein ID on the command line and 8.
# finds all identifiers in the Sapling database that correspond 9.
# to the identified protein (that is, they have the same amino 10.
# acid sequence). For each identifier found, the following six 11. # columns will be output. 12. # 13. # 1. The identifier found. 14. # 2. The scientific name of the associated genome (if any # The data in columns (1), (4), (5), and (6) are provided 25.
# automatically by the Sapling Server method "equiv_sequence". 26.
# The item in column (3) is extracted via a call to the Sapling 27. # Server method "genome_names". The tricky part is the value in 28.
# column (3). To make this determination, we make an initial call 29.
# to the "equiv_precise" method to get identifiers for precisely-30.
# equivalent genes and put them into a hash. This is a program to retrieve essential seed data (role, subsystems, and subsystem classifications) about a set of proteins. To map into the seed we map based on the MD5 sum of the uppercase protein sequence (just the protein sequence alone, and without any identifiers or stop symbol). We can then move from those ids to subsystems and roles. 18 19
This code uses the seed servers, and you can find more information about them at http://servers.theseed.org/ You will need to install the seed servers before starting, but that should install all the commands you need. 20 21
Basically, we make remote calls that retrieve data, and the calls are designed so that we can retrieve a bolus of data and compute on it. In this case, you can set how many pieces of data to send/receive with the -n option. I suggest a relatively large number, like 1000, since the delay is typically in retrieving the data and not in sending the data over the internet. 
